
z-test for means worked example 

You hypothesize that veterans returning from recent combat will, on average, show higher levels of anxiety on a well-known

anxiety scale. This well-known scale has been normed to a mean of 21 and standard deviation of 7 (the scores can range from

0 to 63; high scores indicate more anxiety). From a sample of 15 veterans you obtain the following anxiety scores: 

  10, 12, 21, 27, 15, 34, 23, 28, 17, 25, 30, 10, 13, 7, 15

Do the data support your hypothesis? Use an alpha level of .01 and work through the steps in NHST.

________________

The question being addressed here is based on averages, and the problem provides a normed mean and standard deviation

which are treated as population values. Given this information, the z-test for means is the appropriate inferential test to use.

Let’s go through the steps, following the z-test for means handout. 

First, set up the two populations:

norm normPopulation 1 = The general population, or the norm.  ì  = 21, ó  = 7

veterans veterans normPopulation 2 = Veterans    ì  = ?, assume ó  = ó

Next, write your hypotheses using 3-value logic:

o norm veteransH : ì  = ì

A norm veteransH : ì  > ì  

norm veterans    <– predicted  or  ì  < ì

critUsing an alpha of .01, look up the z  value from the z-table (.01 / 2 = .005). The z-value for .005 is 2.57 or 2.58. We don’t

need to bother with interpolation here as we simply don’t have that kind of precision in NHST.   So, let’s use +/-2.58. Be sure

critto sketch out the normal distribution with the rejection region demarcated by z  = +/- 2.58.

obsNext, compute z . You’ll need to get the sample mean from your calculator. Then, plug and chug,

obs oz does not fall within the rejection region; “therefore, fail to reject H .” The result is “not statistically significant.”  In other

norm veteranswords, we conclude ì  = ì . This is contrary to prediction as we had expected to reject the null. We then write, “It

appears that, contrary to expectation, the population mean anxiety for veterans is equal to the general population (norm)

mean.” 

obsGet p  by looking up 1.03 in the z-table. The value is .1515 for the “smaller portion.” Since we look at both tails of the

obsdistribution, double this value: .1515 * 2 = .303.   This  p  value (.303) is greater than .05; therefore, we see another way to

reach the same conclusion, “fail to reject the null hypothesis, nonsignificant.”

Next, go to effect size.   “Using Cohen’s Conventions, this is a small effect size.” 

veterans veteransNext, go to the 99% CI:  ? # ì   # ?,       ,   14.46 # ì   # 23.80

s = 7 and the spread of the CI is 9.34.  “Since 9.34 is just a bit larger than 7, this is a middling (to wide) CI, meaning

veteransthe estimate of  ì  is not very precise.”  


